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ABSTRACT

Article Type:

Introduction: Vicia ervilia, known as bitter vetch is an ancient grain legume crop from
Poaceae family. Due to its low cost and production capability in Iran and having high protein
content, the resulted flour and its protein products can be evaluated in terms of usability in
the food industry. This study was aimed to evaluate the production efficiency, purity and
chemical compounds of the V. ervilia protein isolates produced by different methods of alkali
and acid extraction–sedimentation at isoelectric point, dialysis –salt extraction and miscella
sedimentation
Methods: In this study, V. ervilia was provided from the Agricultural Jihad Organization of
Lorestan province and the protein isolates of V. ervilia were produced using different methods
of protein extraction such as Acidic extraction-sedimentation at isoelectric point, Alkaline
extraction-sedimentation at the isoelectric point, dialysis-salt extraction and extraction by
miscella sedimentation.
Results: The results showed that saline extraction methods (salt-dialysis and miscella)
were significantly more effective than the isoelectric sedimentation methods (alkaline and
acidic) on increasing the efficiency, purity and protein content of isolates and decreasing the
impurities and carbohydrates.
Conclusion: The results of this research show that the salt extraction methods (salt-dialysis
and miscella) are significantly more effective in increasing the efficiency, purity and
protein rate of isolates and in decreasing impurities and carbohydrates than the isoelectric
sedimentation methods (alkaline and acidic).
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In general, it can be said that the cold extraction methods of protein (salt-dialysis and miscella sedimentation) prevent the
denaturation of proteins better than the methods based on sedimentation at the isoelectric point (alkaline and acidic method).
The low denaturation of proteins causes less change in the conformation and structure of proteins, and thus the extracted proteins
are more in original and natural state (not denatured).
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Introduction
Cereals are from Fabaceae (Leguminous) family having
16 000 to 19 000 species and almost 750 genera. They are
considered as one of the most important plant sources
rich in protein that can provide a valuable nutritional
*Corresponding author: Amir Hossein Elhamirad,
Email: ah.elhami@gmail.com

bio-compound in combination with grains because of
having the considerable amounts of high-quality protein
(17% to 38%). The raw protein rate of cereal seeds (18%
to 50%) is two to three times the grain seeds (10% to
15%). Therefore, cereal can be used as a source rich in
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protein in producing plant protein products as flour
(50% to 65% protein), concentrate (65% to 90% protein),
or protein isolate (more than 90% protein) (1). Trying
to find out alternative and cheap sources of protein for
human nutrition has led to conduct different researches
on using some of the less known cereals in the developing
countries (2). The reason for these extensive researches
is the abundance and low cost of cereals as a potential
source of protein for the people of these countries who
have less ability to supply protein from the livestock
sources (3). Vicia ervilia (with the common name of Bitter
Vetch) is a seed of plant that (when is broken) looks like
a red lentil. (4). Considering the ability to produce this
product in Iran and high protein content in this seed, its
resulted flours and its protein products can be evaluated
in respect of functional characteristics and usability in the
food industry (5). An approximate analysis of V. ervilia
shows that its chemical composition is almost similar to
cereals. Based on the studies conducted on V. ervilia, it has
been specified that carbohydrates constitute a large part
of it. Protein, fat, fiber, minerals (potassium, phosphorus,
copper, iron, calcium) and vitamins are other constituents
of V. ervilia (6). Vicia ervilia, known as bitter vetch is an
ancient grain legume crop from Poaceae family. Due to
its low cost and production capability in Iran and having
high protein content, the resulted flour and its protein
products can be evaluated in terms of usability in the food
industry. This study was aimed to evaluate the production
efficiency, purity and chemical compounds content of
the Vicia ervilia protein isolates produced by different
methods of alkali and acid extraction–sedimentation at
isoelectric point, dialysis –salt extraction and miscella
sedimentation
Materials and Methods
The technology and methods used to extract protein from
Vicia ervilia
One of the advantages of using the technique of sediment
based on the isoelectric point is that this method can
effectively eliminate some anti-nutritional components
(7). The process of producing the protein isolate using the
method of alkaline extraction-sediment at the isoelectric
point includes water extracting of soluble proteins from
flour or meal, separating the insoluble residues from the
water phase, sedimentation protein at the isoelectric point
(protein clot formation), separating the protein clot from
the water phase, washing and drying. Extracting using
salt produces an isolate that contains both globulins and
albumens (8-10). Extracting by miscella sediment usually
results in forming a protein isolate that is in the form of
miscella and is fixed by hydrogen bands (11) and includes
both albumin and globulin proteins and has less denatured
and damaged proteins than the method of sediment at the
isoelectric point (12).
http://www.herbmedpharmacol.com

Preparing the fatless flour of Vicia ervilia
In this study, V. ervilia was provided from the Agricultural
Jihad Organization of Lorestan province. Then, they were
milled by a laboratory mill. For uniformity of the resulted
flour particles, the milled flour was sifted by screen of
1 mm, and maintained at the refrigerator temperature
until being used. In order to prepare the fatless flour of
V. ervilia, the fat of the resulted screened and uniformed
flour with a ratio of 1: 3 of weight-volume removed using
the normal hexane-solvent. So, in order to remove the
fat completely, the mixture was placed on a magnetic
mixing with rotation of 500 rpm for 40 minutes. This
process was repeated twice to extract the oil completely.
For smoothing and separating the normal hexane solvent,
Whatman filter paper was used and then placed under
hood for 18 hours to dry and separate the normal hexane
completely, and finally the fatless flour of V. ervilia was
maintained in closed containers in a refrigerator at 4°C,
for the next stages of producing the protein isolates by
different methods of protein extraction (13,14).
Producing the protein isolates of V. ervilia using different
methods of protein extraction
Acidic extraction-sedimentation at isoelectric point
One-hundred grams of fatless flour of V. ervilia with
weight-volume of 1:15 ratio was mixed with de-ionized
water. Then, its pH was reached at 2.5 by hydrochloric
acid 1 normal. The mixture (suspension) was placed
on the magnetic mixing with rotation of 500 rpm at the
room temperature for 1 hour so that the protein became
completely soluble and separated from non-protein
compounds. Then, the mixture was centrifuged at 4°C
for 20 minutes in 4500 g. Finally, the supernatant was
collected. The resulted refuse was re-suspended by deionized water with a weight-volume ratio of 1:5, and its
pH was set again at pH = 2.5 with hydrochloric acid 1
molar, and stirred at the room temperature for 45 minutes
and finally re-centrifuged under the same conditions. The
two supernatants resulted from centrifuging were mixed
and their pH was set at 5.4 (isoelectric point and protein
sedimentation) by sodium hydroxide 1 normal. Then,
the mixture was centrifuged again in 4500 g at 4°C for
20 minutes to recover the sediment proteins. The clear
supernatant was discarded and the resulted sediment
protein was collected. For higher purity, the recovered
protein was washed in five steps and at each step for 5
minutes by centrifugation at 4500 g and with de-ionized
water to set its pH at about 7. The resulted protein isolate
was maintained in the closed containers at - 30°C and
then dried by freeze dryer (15,16).
Alkaline extraction-sedimentation at the isoelectric point
This method was similar to the acidic extractionsedimentation at isoelectric point method with very
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slight variations (13,14). In the acidic method, the pH
was adjusted to 2.5 with HCl (one normal) and in alkaline
method, the pH was adjusted to 11 with sodium hydroxide
(one normal).
Dialysis-salt extraction
One-hundred grams of fatless flour of V. ervilia with
weight-volume 1:10 ratio was mixed with sodium
phosphate buffer 0.1 molar (its pH should be set at 8) which
contained 6.4% aqueous solution of potassium chloride.
Then, the mixture was stirred on the magnetic mixing
with rotation of 500 rpm at the room temperature for 24
hours and finally was centrifuged at 4°C for 20 minutes in
4500 g by a centrifuge having fridge. The supernatant was
collected and dialyzed opposite the de-ionized water at
4°C and with 6-8 kDa. The de-ionized water was renewed
three times a day with fresh de-ionized water. Dialysis
was performed for 72 hours until the direction of dialysis
water (the used de-ionized water) reached at about 20
microsiemens per cm (µS/cm) (equivalent to 2-2.5 mS/
cm). After dialysis, the dialyzed was maintained in closed
containers at -30°C until it was freeze dried (13,14).
Extraction by miscella sedimentation
One-hundred grams of fatless flour of V. ervilia in 1
normal solution of chloride sodium with weight-volume
1:10 ratio was mixed and stirred by the magnetic mixing
with rotation of 500 rpm at the room temperature for 2
hours. Then, it was centrifuged at 4°C for 20 minutes in
4000 g by a centrifuge having fridge. The supernatant was
collected and diluted ten times by cold de-ionized water
(4°C) and placed at 4°C for 18 hours. Then again, the
solution was centrifuged at 4°C for 20 minutes in 4000 g.
After centrifugation, the resulted sediment was collected

and maintained in closed containers at -30°C and then
dried by freeze drier.
Test methods
The efficiency rate and production efficiency of the
sedimentary protein isolate (in terms of the weight of the
obtained sedimentary isolate) were calculated based on
the formula (production yield = weight of sedimentary
protein. used flour weight × 100) (17). Total ash rate was
evaluated using an electric furnace at 550°C (Thermolyne
F6000 Barnstead, Germany) and the raw fiber rate was
measured using a single fiber machine (Foss, Swede). The
carbohydrates were evaluated through Line and Ainon
using Fehling solutions and the fat rate was measured using
a digital Soxhlet apparatus (Buchi, Swiss). The protein rate
was evaluated using a macro Kjeldahl apparatus (Buchi,
Swiss).
Statistical analysis
All protein extraction methods from V. ervilia and
experiments were performed in three repetitions, and the
results were presented as the means of these three repetitions.
In this research, examining the effect of different treatments
of protein extraction from V. ervilia on the production
efficiency, purity and chemical compounds’ content in
the protein isolates were performed in three repetitions in
terms of a completely randomized statistical design. The
results were analyzed using SPSS software.
Results
The percentage of V. ervilia flour components such as
protein, fat, carbohydrate, moisture, ash and raw fiber
based on dry weight in this study is presented in Table
1. As seen in Table 1, the fat rate in V. ervilia flour was

Table 1. The percentage components of Vicia ervilia flour based on dry weight

Protein

Fat

Carbohydrate

Moisture

Ash

Raw fiber

25.36±0.25

4.50±0.2

52.56±0.3

6.30±0.2

3.64±0.19

6.83±0.12

Table 2. The effect of the different methods of extracting protein from Vicia ervilia on the content (percentage) of chemical compositions in the protein isolates
(100 g)

Production efficacy of
sedimentary isolate

Purity of
isolate

Protein

Fat

Carbohydrate

Moisture

Ash

-

-

25.36±0.25e

4.50±0.2a

59.56±0.3a

6.30±0.2a

3.64±0.19a

Dialysis-salt method

19.95±0.46a

96.92±0.0a

96.92±0.06a

1.13±0.01b

0.54±0.01e

4.65±2.5b

4.25±1.5 a

Miscella sedimentation method

17.82±0.54b

94.63±0.1b

94.63±0.18b

1.01±0.02c

1.07±0.04d

4.47±2.5b

4.03±1.5a

Acidic method- sedimentation
at the isoelectric point

13.91±0.48c

92.43±0.21c

92.43±0.21c

0.67±0.01d

4.35±0.12c

4.32±2.5b

3.79±1.5a

Alkaline method- sedimentation
at the isoelectric point

11.38±0.43d

89.33±0.1d

89.33±0.1d

0.4±0.01e

8.58±0.15b

4.18±2.5b

3.87±1.5a

Protein extraction method
Unprocessed Vicia ervilia
(control)

The numbers with at least one identical letter are not statistically significant (P<0.05).
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4.5 ± 0.2% and the protein ranged from 21% to 28.52%.
The effect of the different methods of extracting protein
from V. ervilia on the content of compositions in the
protein isolates (100 g) is indicated on Table 2.
As it can be seen in Table 2, the efficiency rate of
producing sedimentary protein isolates of saline extraction
methods, for dialysis-salt method was 19.95 ± 0.46% and
for miscella sedimentation was 17.82 ± 0.54% and of
isoelectric sedimentation methods, for acidic method was
13.91 ± 0.48% and for alkaline method was 11.38 ± 0.43%.
The effect of extracting protein method from V. ervilia
on the purity rate of protein isolates was significant at
level 5% (P < 0.05). All the extraction methods produced
isolates with a completely different purity percentage. As
seen in Table 3, the purity rate of isolates for the methods of
salt-dialysis was 96.92 ± 0.06%, for miscella sedimentation
was 94.63 ± 0.18%, for acidic method 92.43 ±0.21% and
for alkaline method 89.33±0.1%. Generally, in this study,
the least and the highest purity percentages were related
to the isolate produced by the alkaline method (89.33 ±
0.1%) and the isolate produced by the salt-dialysis method
(96.92 ± 0.06%), respectively.
The approximate composition of the flour of V. ervilia
and protein isolates are shown in Table 2. In order to
produce isolates, the fat of V. ervilia flour was removed by
N-hexane solvent. All four methods of protein extraction
reduced carbohydrates rate in the protein isolates
compared to the control (V. ervilia flour), significantly.
Discussion
The protein rate- of V. ervilia flour in this study was lower
than the protein percentage in the flour of chickpea, lentils
and kidney beans (18) and higher than Sudanic beans or
peas (19). The reported rate of fat for V. ervilia in this
study is less than the reported rate by Taghizadeh et al
(20) and higher than the reported rates by Yar Ahmadi
et al (21) and Arabi (23). Also, the fat rate of V. ervilia is
less than that of soy and chickpea (18) and higher than
peas and Sudanic beans (19). The fiber rate of V. ervilia
has been reported as 7.7% that is higher than the fiber rate
reported in this study. Other researchers have reported
fewer quantities of fiber than the fiber rate of V. ervilia
in this study that are mentioned in Table 2. Also, the
moisture rate of V. ervilia flour in this study was less than
the moisture rate of the flour of soya, lentils and kidney
beans (18) and higher than the moisture rate in the flours
of chickpea and soya (18) and in accordance with the flour
of broad beans, lentils, soya and peas (14). The difference
in the compounds rate of V. ervilia compared to other
studies can be attributed to the effect of some climatic and
soil conditions and genetic differences.
The results of this research showed that the saline
extraction methods (salt-dialysis and miscella) were
more effective in increasing the isolates efficacy than the
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isoelectric sedimentation methods. Generally in this study,
the lowest and the highest efficacy rates of sedimentary
isolates were related to the isolates produced by alkaline
method (11.38 ± 0.43%) and the isolate produced by the
dialysis-salt method (19.95 ± 0.46%), respectively. The
fundamental proteins in the legumes were globulins and
albumins. Globulins constitute about 70% of the protein
of legumes including V. ervilia. Globulins are soluble
in neutral saline solutions and are almost insoluble in
water and have the minimum solubility in a pH between
4 and 5 (isoelectric point) (24). Based on studies, it has
been reported that the isolates produced by isoelectric
sedimentation methods are richer with globulins because
of the higher sedimentation of globulin proteins (25),
while the products of salt extraction are usually a mixture
of globulins and albumins (10). It seems that one of
the reasons for the higher efficacy rate of sedimentary
isolates in saline extraction methods than isoelectric
sedimentation methods is the extraction of albumin
proteins in addition to globulin proteins. It has been
reported that the isoelectric sedimentation methods are
more effective than the miscella formation method in
increasing the sedimentary isolate efficiency rate for
safflower (11), Voandzeia subterranea and soya (26) that
are not consistent with the results of this study. It seems
that the lack of optimization in the method of producing
the isolates in these studies is due to the less recovery
and efficiency of sedimentary protein isolates in saline
extraction methods than the isoelectric sedimentation
methods. For example, a study found that the percentage
of the protein extracted from safflower by miscella method
could be increased from 44.2% to more than 65 percent
of time to optimize the isolate producing method and
increase the NaCl concentration from 0.2 M to 1.2 M (11).
The efficacy content of isolates in the alkali-sedimentation
extraction method at the isoelectric point varies from 9
percent for bean and 16 percent for chickpea (13). In other
studies, the efficiency rates of sedimentary protein isolates
of the chickpea produced by different methods of acidic
extraction, salt-dialysis, and miscella have been reported
as 10% (15), 19.2% and 7.6% (13), respectively that are
consistent with the results of this study.
One of the reasons for producing protein isolates
is removing impurities and increasing the purity and
achieving pure protein. In general, the isolate producing
process involves the aqueous extracting of the soluble
proteins from flour or bulgur, separating the insoluble
residues from the aqueous phase, sedimentation of protein
at the isoelectric point (forming protein clot), separating
the protein clot from the aqueous phase, washing and
drying (8,27). One of the reasons for the lower purity of
alkali isolate than other methods is the changes resulted
from the high denaturation in the alkaline method and
possibly higher exclusion of non-protein materials such
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as carbohydrates and fiber from V. ervilia (raw material)
during the protein extraction process and remaining
of these compounds in isolate and as a result, reduction
of the purity of the produced isolate. According to high
denaturation in the alkali method due to the use of high
pH, the possibility of non-protein materials exclusion
from the raw material in this method is higher than the
acidic method (28). This issue can be a reason for the low
purity of isolate and the high impurities (saccharides,
soluble sugars, carbohydrates and fiber) in alkaline
extraction method compared to acidic method. One of
the reasons that the isolates produced by salt extraction
method might be higher purity and less impurity than the
isoelectric sedimentation methods is the low denaturation
of proteins in these isolates. In general, it can be said that
the cold protein extraction methods (salt-dialysis and
miscella sedimentation) compared to the methods based
on the isoelectric point sedimentation technique (alkaline
and acidic method) prevent the denaturation of proteins.
The cold extraction methods of protein (salt - dialysis
extraction, and miscella sedimentation) prevent the
denaturation of proteins compared to the methods
based on sedimentation at isoelectric point (alkaline and
acidic). The highest rate of carbohydrates reduction in
protein isolates is observed in the methods of salt-dialysis,
miscella, acidic and alkali extractions, respectively. One of
the reasons of higher rate of carbohydrates in the isolate
produced by alkaline method than other methods is the
changes resulted from denaturation in the alkaline method
and possibly higher non-protein matters exclusion such
as carbohydrates and fiber from V. ervilia (row matter)
during the protein extraction process and remaining of
these compounds in the isolate (28).
In the salt extraction method, various concentrations
of salt are used to dissolve the proteins of V. ervilia by
removing salt during dialysis, while the hydrated layers
(hydration) around the protein surface are disintegrated
(29). In this research, the results showed that for extracting
the proteins of V. ervilia, the salt extraction method (saltdialysis and miscella) was more effective than other
methods (isoelectric sedimentation), and resulted in a
higher concentration of protein in the isolate.
From the nutritional point of view, producing the
isolates of salt extraction is preferred to produce the
isolates of acidic and alkaline extraction because of the
injuries to some nutrient compounds in the alkaline
and acidic conditions; because the vitamins of group B,
especially thiamine and riboflavin, degrade slowly under
the alkaline conditions and at the ambient temperature
(30).
Conclusion
The results of this research show that the salt extraction
methods (salt-dialysis and miscella) were significantly
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more effective on increasing the efficiency, purity and
protein rate of isolates and decreasing impurities and
carbohydrates than the isoelectric sedimentation methods
(alkaline and acidic). Also, low fat rate in the alkaline
isolate is probably due to the denaturation intensity
created in this isolate and as a result, more exclusion of
fat during the protein extraction process. In general, it
can be said that the cold extraction methods of protein
prevent the denaturation of proteins compared to the
methods based on sedimentation at the isoelectric point.
The low denaturation of proteins causes less change in
the conformation and structure of proteins, and thus the
extracted proteins are in their more original and natural
state (not denatured).
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